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 The purpose of this study is to reveal geography teacher candidates’ perceptions related to “mind 

maps used in Climatology course” via metaphors. The study has been conducted in Trabzon, 

TURKEY. The study group consists of 32 first-grade teacher candidates studying at Department of 

Geography Teaching, Fatih Education Faculty in the spring semester of 2010-2011 academic year. In 

order for the data collection, metaphor technique has been used. Each teacher candidate 

participating in the research has been asked to associate “mind maps used in Climatology course” 

with something and to explain the reasons of their associating. After analyzing the data, the 

metaphors students created have been gathered under five main categories. These categories, 

according to their percentages, are (from higher percentage to lower percentage): instructive, 

improving high-level thinking skills, entertaining, visual and subjective. Those which stress on the 

“instructive” side of the technique are formed of sub-categories as “summarizing, permanent and 

guiding”. The sub-categories of the main category “improves high-level thinking skills” are formed 

of “adjusting the associations, imagination, questioning skills”. As a result of the research, the 

technique has been found instructive and effective in terms of questioning, imagination, showing the 

associations. Also the technique’s being entertaining, appealing to the eye, reflecting the individual 

subjectively are among the results of the research. 
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Introduction 

 The current understanding of education has adopted an approach based on the individual differences 

and using assorted materials effectively in the education process. Thus, this approach is based on the 

understanding of retentive learning, and considering learners having different kind of intelligence and 

different kind of learning in the education process. In this context, using tools and materials addressing 

mainly to the senses is one of the pre-conditions in order to realize the targeted learning. A variety of maps, 

diagrams, photographs and technological tools are a necessity in today’s educational activities. Among these 

aforementioned materials, there are also mind maps developed by Tony Buzan. When literature review is 

conducted in the relevant area, it is seen to be used terms such as “memory map, intelligence map, brain 

map, meaning map and idea map” in return of the search for the term “mind map” (Aydin, 2010: 3). These 

maps enabling the infromation more understandable and more visible are among the significant learning 

tools. In addition, background knowledge of the learners is of reasonable importance in the constructivist 

approach. For this reason, this technique could be used in order to determine deficiencies in the background 

knowledge of the students.  Besides, mind maps could be applied in order to analyze the processes of the 

learner’s structuring the knowledge (Evrekli ve Balim, 2010: 78). Buzan (1993) defines the mind map as a 
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visual note taking technique enabling the individuals to learn by providing the organization of the 

knowledge and also increasing their creativity. In other words, mind maps are a way of organizing the ideas 

with key words and pictures, a technique of summarizing the sets of information on a sheet of paper and 

also  materials used as a tool for remembering (Nast, 2006; cited Aydın, 2010: 3).  Using key words and 

symbols related to subject simplifies the relevant sub-concepts to be remembered (Çamlı Çakır ve Altun, 

2011).  Organized knowledge classified and associated with each other is better understood and remembered 

when compared to disorganized and mixed knowledge (Açıkgöz, 2006: 113). Based on this fact, mind maps 

enable brain to take action analytically and spatially. Accordingly, these are the reflections of the relations 

between concepts and ideas in the mind. Indeed, mind maps are a sort of fast and economical note taking 

technique. They provide a wholistic and segmental look at the relations between concepts and events. They 

also help in the development of high order thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis. According to Saban 

(2005:118), mind maps are similar to geographical maps in one aspect. These are the visualized forms of 

mental models related to particular subjects, cases or problems in the minds of the students. In short, these 

maps reveal out the cause-result relations among events or concepts in a practical and economical way. 

Mind maps could also be used in different steps of teaching process. Illustrations, diagrams and drawings 

are effective on the permanence of the learning. With reference to a saying that a picture is more effective 

than a thousand words, this technique can support various intelligence areas. Another advantage of this 

technique is that the students focus on the features of the relations among the concepts. Those feeling 

themselves insufficient about this issue observe how they learn the concept and make plans for learning this 

concept (Butuner, 2006: 20).  Mind maps differ from concept maps with the features as there is no 

compulsory for the concepts to be arranged in a hierarchical structure, mind maps include various images 

and figures, there is used different colors in mind maps and the links among the concepts show similar folds 

to the nerves in the human mind (Yavas, 2011: 25). 

It is necessary to enable the brain consisting of two parts with different functions to operate as a whole.  

For this, the techniques activating the both spheres are needed. Mind map is a technique enabling left side of 

the brain being responsible for logic, vocabulary, arithmetic, linearity, queues, lists, and analysis, and the 

right side of the brain responsible for spatial awareness, imagination, emotion, color, rhythm, shapes, 

geometry, synthesis (Buzan, 1976, cited. Butuner, 2007: 2). On the other hand, Butuner (2007) lists the 

benefits of the mind maps as follows: Organizing the information,  helping about the repetition and the 

summary, associating the old and new knowledge, teaching new concepts, revealing out the cognitive 

structures of the students, providing awareness of the information organization for the student, developing 

exploration and creativity with misassociations… etc. In short, these maps are a graphical display of 

complex information and “a thinking strategy” increasing creativity and remembering. 

English psycholog, mathematician and brain researcher, Buzan (1996), developing the mind mapping 

technique lists the four fundamental features of mind maps as: 

1) Attention to the subject is provided with a picture in the center of the mind map. 

2) The main themes of the subject are created by the branches associated with the image in the centre. 

3) The branches refer to the key image or key word on the combined lines. 

4) The branches have a structure related to each other (cited. Gür and Bütüner, 2006: 63). 

 “A paper, colored pencils and imagination” can be said to be enough for drawing mind maps (Buzan, 

2002).  Gelb (1995) briefly necessitates paying attention to the following points in the process of drawing 

mind maps: the mind map is started with a symbol or a image drawn in the centre of a paper. Key words are 

used. Key words are connected to the central image with the arrows. The key words used in every line are 

emphasized. For a better stress, colors, images, dimensions and codes are utilized. This technique, indeed, 

can be regarded as the original reflection of what is in the individual’s mind. The individual creativity forms 

the basis; however, how the individual structures the information must be taken in consideration (Yaşar, 

2006: 4). Within this context, it is possible to state that mind mapping technique can support the 

constructivist approach. 

The mind mapping technique, which was mostly inspired from the geniuses’ note taking technique, is 

used in note taking, teaching and evaluation during the courses, and in forming the meeting plans in 
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business world. Nevertheless, this techniques is not used at a sufficient level in our country (Balım et al., 

2006-a: 7). Whereas it is a truth that these maps can have an effect on the development of geographical 

understanding. However different are they from the classical maps in terms of their structures,  American 

National Geography Standards (Geography For Life, 1994), students completing their high school education 

must acquire the following skills in relation to the mind maps (Taş, 2003: 11): a) being able to use the mind 

maps to answer the geography questions… b) being able to determine the ways affecting the decisions about 

the position and settlement of a place… c) being able to compare the individuals’ mind maps in order to 

reveal the factors affecting the spatial perception the development of preferences… The geography course-

often regarded as being composed of information stack and memorization- can be put into a more activity-

based and participatory process. Students’ geographical knowledge and skills can be enriched, too.  

It is possible to say there has been an increase in the number of academic studies towards mind 

mapping techniques recently. Here are some of the studies that took the aforesaid technique as their subject 

matter: Aydın’s (and et al) (2007) “the theory of multiple intelligence and the use of mind maps in science 

teaching”, Kartal’s (2011) “The effect of mind mapping technique on students’ achievements, attitudes and 

their retention level in social studies course, Şeyihoğlu and Kartal’s (2010) “the teachers’ views towards 

mind mapping technique in primary education constructivist approach-based social studies course”, 

Bütüner and Gür’s (2008) “teaching angles and triangles by means of the meaningful learning tools such as v 

diagrams and mind maps”, Elgin Kıdık’s (2005) “the application of the constructivist teaching method-

developed by use of mind mapping technique- in the unit ‘living beings are diversified’ and its comparison 

with the traditional method”, Evrekli’s (2010) “the effect of mind map and concept cartoon on students’ 

academic success and their perception of inquiry-based learning skill”, Karataş’s (2010) “the analysis of mind 

maps of candidate teachers for the computer and instructional technologies course in relation to their 

profession (A sample of Gazi University)”, Balım et al. (2006-b) “The significance of mind maps and concept 

cartoons use in teaching of science and technology”, Evrekli et al. (2009) “mind mapping applications in 

special teaching methods courses for sciences teacher candidates and teacher candidates’’ opinions 

concerning the applications”, Çamlı’s (2009) “the effect of computer-based mind mapping technique on 

primary education 5th graders’ academich success and their attitudes towards science and computer”, 

Aydın’s (2009) “the effect of mind mapping technique on understanding what is listened”, Tunçel’s (2002) 

“the Islamic countries in Turkish students’ mind maps”, and etc. Some other studies in the international 

arena towards mind mapping technique belong to the following researchers: Buzan and Buzan (1993), Buzan 

(2008), Buzan (2009), Al-Jarf (2009), Bennett and Rolheiser (2001), Budd (2004), Chan (2004), Davies (2010), 

Eppler (2006), Goodnough and Woods (2002), Moi and Lian (2007), Mento et al. (1999), Wickramasinghe et 

al. (2008), Gibson and Zellmer-Bruhn  (2001). 

Through most of these academic studies, some of which were mentioned above, the effect of mind 

maps on the academic success was tested. In some of these studies the views towards this technique (mind 

mapping) were taken. However; when the literature related to the subject is reviewed, one can see that the 

technique has not been investigated thoroughly.  Therefore, our study is thought to contribute to this area. In 

this regard, one of the points that brings our study into prominence is the fact that students’ views towards 

this technique are received through metaphors. Besides, the fact that this technique is employed in a course 

(Climatology-II) during an academic term, and that following this long process, the students’ opinions are 

determined are of great importance. Moreover, metaphors’ being regarded as strong mind mapping and 

modeling mechanisms towards individuals’ understanding and structuring their own worlds (Aslan and 

Bayrakçı: 2006: 103), points out the significance of relation between mind mapping technique and the 

metaphor.  

 “Metaphor” is of Greek origin and thought to be derived from word metafora that means “carry or 

transfer” (Rızvanoğlu, 2007: 6). Metaphor is a figure of speech that explains a concept by comparing it with 

another concept. In other words, it is an approach that aims at obtaining more knowledge about the features 

of an unfamiliar concept by comparing it with a familiar concept the features of which are well known. 

Palmer and Lundberg (1995) describe the metaphor as a way of expressing an idea, an object or an action 

through a familiarity with a different idea, object or action (cited Tamimi, 2005: 30). It is a tool giving an idea 

about how people perceive the life, the environment, the events, and the objects (Cerit, 2008: 694). According 

to Balcı (1999), metaphors present deeper meanings rather than the surface meanings. They are also 
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important because of the fact that they speed up our process of attaching a meaning to the abstract concepts 

through concretization. 

Metaphors do not only contribute to building the reality but also to how the reality should be 

perceived. They can be used to understand a new phenomenon, and simplify learning information about it 

(Alpaslan, 2007: 34). The metaphors that have risen in importance recently appear as a kind of data collection 

tool. Here are some of the studies on metaphors in our country: Saban (2004 and 2009), Saban et al. (2006), 

Semerci (2007), Beşkardes and Günay (2007), Merdivan (2007), Girmen (2007), Karadaş (2007), Evcim (2008), 

Aydoğdu (2008), and Dönmez (2008). Besides, the studies on metaphors and aiming to identify students’ 

perceptions towards geography or a geographical phenomenon or a concept are attracting great attention. 

Öztürk’s (2007), “Social Studies, Classroom, and Science candidate teachers’ metaphors towards geography 

concept”, Aydın’s (2010), “Secondary education students’ metaphors towards geography concept”, Geçit 

and Gençer’s (2010), “Identifying classroom teaching 1st grade students’ perceptions of geography through 

metaphors (A sample of Rize University)” Coşkun’s (2010), “High school students’ metaphors towards 

climate concept according to gender variable”, Aydın and Ünaldı’s (2010) “The analysis of geography 

teacher candidates’ perceptions towards geography concept with the help of metaphors”, Kaya’s (2010), 

“Metaphors developed by secondary school students towards earthquake concept”, Şeyihoğlu and Gencer’s 

(2011) “The use of metaphor technique in teaching of Social Studies” can be given as examples. The studies 

that were conducted in relation with metaphors in other countries belong to the following researchers: 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Morgan (1983), Ponterotto (1994), Goatly  (1997),  Kovecses (2002), Littlemore 

(2002),  Littlemore (2004),  Henze (2005),   Stutzle and Sajaniemi (2005), Levine (2005), Charmé, and Horowıtz  

(2008), Shaw et al. (2008), Yang et al. (2009), Sznajder (2010).  

 

Problem Statement 

The problem statement subjected to the research: What are the metaphors of the geography teacher 

candidates related to mind mapping technique in Climatology course?  

 

Method 

Due to the nature of research problem, phenomology, one of the qualitative researches, was used in this 

study carrying qualitative features.  Phenomology focuses on phenomenons having noticable design but no 

detailed insights. Even though we come up with the phenomenons in daily life, this does not mean we 

understand them exactly. For the studies aiming to research the phenomenons that are somewhat familiar to 

people but at the same time their exact meaning could not be fully comprehended, phenomology forms a 

good basis for research (Yıldırım ve Şimşek, 2005). 

 

Study Group  

The study was conducted at the department of Geography Teaching in the Fatih Education Faculty of 

Karadeniz Technical University in Trabzon Province in Turkey during 2010-2011 academic year.  The study 

group consisted of 32 first-grade teacher candidates. They were 7 females and 25 males.  

 

Data Collection  

The application was carried out by one of the researchers personally in the spring term of 2010-2011 

academic year. It lasted for 14 weeks in the context of “Climatology II” course which had 4 theoritical course 

credits. In the course of first two weeks, the course was performed based on the mind maps developed by 

the researchers. During later 12 weeks, teacher candidates were required to transfer what they had learned 

to their own mind maps at the end of every week. In the 14th week, the teacher candidates were given a 

lecture about metaphor technique, and the examples were demonstrated during one course hour. The 

teacher candidates were asked to form metaphors in relation to the mind maps they constructed in the 

“Climatology II” course. For this practice, the teacher candidates were given one course hour. They were 
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demanded to assimilate their mind maps to some things, and explain the reason for their assimilation (e.g : 

mind maps resembles….Because....). The teacher candidates were advised to pay attention to form “origin, 

target, and the relation from origin to target” wholesomely while structuring metaphors. Besides, they were 

briefly informed about the importance of their not being affected from one another, and advised to be away 

from evaluation anxiety. These metaphors formed by the students constituted the basic source for data 

collection.  

 

Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The descriptive analysis techniques were employed in the data analysis of the research.   During the 

analysis and the interpretation of the practices, utilizing the study by Saban, Koçbeker & Saban (2006), the 

following stages were followed.  

1-Naming Stage: At this stage, the teacher candidates’ ability to make meaningful metaphors and 

sentences, and the legibility of their handwriting were taken into consideration. Which student formed 

which metaphor was temporarily noted as a preparation for classification. The paper which included 

irrelevant attribution to metaphor was marked.  

 2-Elemination Stage: The paper marked before was reviewed. A paper that did not include a valid 

metaphor; namely, paper that did not cover the target, the orgin, or the components of a relation from origin 

to target was excluded from the study.  

3-Developing Category: the categories towards the features on which the generated metaphors based 

were developed at this stage. The aspects of mind maps being instructive, developing high level thinking 

skills, being visual, enjoyable, and subjective became the subject matter of the categories. Also sub-categories 

were developed within some main categories. 

4-Satege of ensuring the validity and reliability: in order to secure the reliability of the study, the 

expert’s views were referred to confirm whether metaphor images presented in 5 main categories 

represented the mentioned conceptual category.  Apart from that the categories built by the researchers at 

independent times were compared, and 78% of an agreement (reliability) was obtained. The categories on 

which there were splits in opinions were discussed, and finally consensus was achieved. Another 

component enhancing the reliability of the study was the fact that the study was carried out in one of the 

researchers’ own course. Also students’ views were often quoted in order to improve the internal reliability 

and validity of the study.  

5- Stage of Interpretation based on the generated metaphors: after the categories were developed, they 

were transferred to tables. Their use frequency among the teacher candidates were calculated in percentages 

and frequencies. Every metaphor was exactly noted. Then they were interpreted.  

 

Findings 

In accordance with the research problem statement, finding in relation to the metaphors belonging to 

the geography teacher candidates towards mind map method are as in  Table 1. 

As seen in Table 1, geography teacher candidates’ perceptions towards mind maps used in 

“Climatology II” course were categorized through metaphors. The candidate teachers’ statements which 

determined the formation of the categories were also presented in the table.  

The main categories established via the analysis of candidate teachers’ metaphors were ‘It develops 

high level thinking skills,’ and ‘It’s instructive’. Main categories were composed of sub-categories. The sub-

categories below the main category ‘It’s instructive’ were ‘It summarizes’, ‘It enables retention’, and ‘It 

guides’. Sub-categories under the main category ‘It developes the high level thinking skills’ were ‘It arranges 

the relations’, ‘imagining’ and ‘questioning’. Apart from these main categories, 3 more independent 

categories which could not be combined under an upper chord came to being. These categories were ‘It’s 

enjoyable’, ‘It’s visual’, and ‘It’s subjective’ respectively.  
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Table 1. The metaphors that the geography teacher candidates have towards the mind maps employed 

during “Climatology II” course, their categories, and the candidate teachers’ statements   

When the main categories were analyzed, the mostly stressed aspect of mind maps; namely, ‘It’s 

instructive’ came to the fore. 42 percent of the geography teacher candidates found mind maps ‘instructive’. 

19 percent of them thought that mind maps could be efficient in summarizing comprehensive and difficult 

subjects. A 13 percent stated that the knowledge acquired thanks to this technique used in geography 

teaching would be permanent. 10 percent of the candidate teachers regarded mind maps as a guide. 

The main category ‘It develops high level thinking skills’ seemed to be the second mostly emphasized 

aspect of the technique after its instructive aspect. The metaphors by 35 percent of geography teacher 

candidates included the statements in accordance with the idea that mind maps developed high level 

thinking skills. These mental processes were association/arrangement, imagining, and questioning. 

Association and arrangement were mentioned as subject matter for the metaphors towards mind maps by 23 

percent of the candidate teacher, while imagination was uttered by 6 percent of the candidate teachers. 6 

percent of the candidate teachers reflected their views suggesting that mind maps required questioning 

skills. 

Categories    Metaphors  Example Sentences N % 

It’s instructive  

It summarizes 

 Headline 

 Looking through peep 

hole 

 Ink 

 A cup of water 

 Book 

 Dictionary 

“Like a headline, it summarizes the subject” 

“It is like looking at  the whole world through peep hole, because it is a way of 

reaching to the whole by means of a word” 

“It is like ink. Only a drop of it can cover all the water” 

“Being able to talk about oceans through a cup of water” 

“Like a book, it keeps information in itself.” 

“Like a dictionary, it is composed of key words.” 

1,7,9,23,24,28 19 

It enables retention 

 Rock 

 Long term memory 

 Copy 

 Word cards 

“Like a rock, it is quite strong.” 

 “It’s like a long term memory, because once you use it, you won’t forget easily.” 

“It’s like a copy prepared for an exam, anyhow, it is remembered.” 

“It’s like word cards we used at primary school. It’s still memorable.” 

18,19,25,30 13 

It guides 

 Signboard 

 Navigation device 

 Museum 

 

“It’s like signboards at crossroads. Wherever you turn, you find a road. It takes 

from you from whole to parts.” 

“It’s like a navigation device. It enables us to find the links among the pieces of 

information in our memory.” 

 “It’s like a museum, when if you follow the guide signs, you can find and know 

what is being displayed in the museum.” 

13,16,22 10 

It develops high 

level thinking skills 

 It associates/ arranges 

 Lacework 

 Life  

 Puzzle/jigsaw  

 Octopus / root 

 Magnet 

 Chess 

 Jigsaw puzzle 

 

“It’s like my mom’s lacework, because the knots are tied and the patterns come 

into being.” 

“Like life, it can only be understood when everything is connected and arranged 

in an order.” 

 “Like a puzzle, when every picture is placed properly, the theme becomes clear.” 

“It’s like a jigsaw. Jigsaw combines colors and the shapes, while it unifies the 

concepts and the shapes.” 

 “It’s like the arms of an octopus or the roots of a tree. We ramify the concepts. 

The more we ramify it, the more meaningful and better it is.” 

“Like a magnet, it gathers all the connotations in out mind.” 

“Like chess, every attack has its assistive and continuation.” 

4,14,21,26,27,29,31 23 

 Imagining 

 Seeing with closed eyes 

 Picture/painter 

 

“It’s like seeing with closed eyes, because we envisage via imagination.” 

 “It’s like a picture or a painter, because a painter combines imagination and 

rationality. Looking at the picture, we think and imagine.” 

12,15 6 

 Questioning 

 Crossword 

  Detective 

“Like a crossword, it enables us to find out all the key words.” 

“It’s like a detective, because it seeks for cause-effect relationship in everything.” 
8,10 6 

It’s enjoyable 

 Game 

 Aquarium 

 Child 

“It’s like plying a game with my little cousin, because it is colorful and fun.” 

“Like an aquarium, it is colorful and lively.” 

“Mind map is comfortable and light-hearted just like a child. It requires the first 

thing to come mind.” 

2,5,18 10 

It’s visual 
 Pictogram 

 Animation 

“It resembles pictogram. It is not written with the letters but the pictures.” 

“It’s like an animation. Motion, colors, scripts… It appeals to different ages and 

different intelligence domains by use of visual intelligence.” 

3,17 6 

It’s subjective 
 Mirror 

 Composing poem/Drawing picture 

 “Like a mirror, it reflects our mind.”  

“It’s like composing poem/drawing picture. In every map, I compose my poem 

and draw my picture.” 

6,11 6 
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Among the candidate teachers, 10 percent described the technique as enjoyable, 6 percent as visual, and 

another 6 percent as subjective.  

 

Discussions, Results and Suggestions 

When the metaphors used by the geography teacher candidates towards mind maps in the 

“Climatology II” course are analyzed, the most important of all the results is the fact that almost all the 

candidate teachers had positive views on the technique, because almost half of the study group regarded this 

technique as instructive. Namely, the most important feature of the technique is its simplifying the learning. 

Moreover, another important feature of mind map is its capability of developing high level thinking skills.  Other 

feature that was emphasized by the candidate teachers is that the process’ being found enjoyable, the visual aspect of the 

technique and its “subjectivity” with its strength of expressing the individual. This positive perception of the 

candidate teachers towards the use of mind mapping technique in geography and especially Climatology 

courses, which shelter numerous abstract and difficult concepts, is fairly meaningful.  

The mind maps can be said to have great contributions to securing the permanent learning since they 

mostly make the courses enjoyable; reflect the individuals’ inner worlds and knowledge; improve their high 

level thinking skills such as analysis and synthesis as well as their comprehension and practical skills.  It is 

also supported by Novak and Gowin (1998) that maps, graphs, diagrams and the networks are efficient in 

achieving the goals related to Bloom’s cognitive domain stages (cited, Gür and Bütüner, 2006: 62). The 

research findings show parallelism with the results of the stated studies. Findings of the research by Steyn 

and Boer (1998) also support the findings of the research, because in this study the efficiency of mind maps 

in science and mathematics courses was tested. As a result, the students stated that they enjoyed mind 

mapping technique; that the colored and illustrated presentations facilitated their learning and retention. 

The findings of the research by Farrand et al. (2002) in which students expressed that mind map technique 

enhanced retention level and was effectual study technique, have similarity with the findings of the research. 

Through quasi-experimental studies by Bütüner and Gür (2008), Evrekli and Balım (2010), Çamlı, Çakır and 

Altun (2011), Yavaş (2011), Kartal (2011) and Trevino (2005), the effect of mind maps on the academic 

achievement was tested. The results of aforesaid studies are in favor of the fact that the technique affected 

and contributed to the academic achievement positively. These results also support the results of our 

research where the technique was regarded to be instructive and improve high level thinking skills, because 

ensuring the permanent learning or simplifying retention is directly related to analytical and spatial 

functioning of the brain as a whole. Besides, the results of the studies by Virginia (1992) and Aydın (2011) 

discovering that students’ interest towards the course increased and they found the course more enjoyable 

thanks to the mind maps have parallelism with our findings. Owing to this technique students’ of different 

intelligence domains construct a variety of visuals and connections based on their intelligence domains and 

their inner worlds which makes the course more meaningful and enjoyable. As a matter of fact it is widely 

accepted that there is almost no room available for a form of education without fun in the understanding of 

the modern education.  In the study by Ward and Wandersee (2002) it was discovered that the competence 

level of the pictures and the figures that they draw in relation to the concepts of assorted subjects was low. 

The researchers grounded this finding on the assumption that the mind maps were formed by the 

individuals’ experiences and the level of motivation. The role of experiences and the level of motivation in 

the formation of mind maps is essentially parallel with the basic function of mind maps, and can be linked 

with the subjectivity category of our findings. Caine and Caine (2002: 98) asserted that “meaningful learning 

was creative, indeed” which also supports the aforesaid category. Similarly, Brinkmann’s (2003) finding 

revealing that the use of mind maps enabled the students to set connections among the pieces of information 

meaningfully is in accordance with our sub-category -proposing that it links/arrange information- under the 

main category claiming mind maps develop high level thinking skills. The results overlaps with the findings of 

the studies by Kortelainen and Vanhala (2004), Cryer (2006), Mueller et al (2002), Galea and Singh (2004), 

Goode (2008), Tucker et al. (2010), AbiMona and AdbKhalick (2008).   

In the light of findings of the study, the following suggestions are presented:  
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1. The lecturers are not supposed to present their own sample metaphors as it causes teacher 

candidates to be affected from this situation and it narrows down the horizons of their mind.  

2. Teacher candidates, while creating a metaphor, are supposed to have a seating arrangement in the 

way that they do not influence each other.  

3. The candidate teachers’ views towards mind maps used during subjects of Climatology course were 

obtained through metaphors. Students and candidate teachers’ opinions and attitudes towards these 

maps should also be taken through interviews and likert type scales to be developed.  

4. The differentiation (depending on students’ individual characteristics) of categories formed in 

relation with metaphor technique should be investigated.   

5. It is important that the examinations causing stress on the study group throughout the term do not 

disrupt the practices; the students must be prevented to make mind maps with the concern of 

getting high marks. The study group’s mind maps need to be activated in the evaluation process 

through the rubrics to be structured.  

6. Students’ sharing pretty positive opinions towards the use of mind maps in a course like 

Climatology which includes a lot of unfamiliar and abstract concepts points out that employing 

mind maps in other areas of geography at times can save the courses from being boring and abstract.  

7. Mind mapping technique was not originally invented as an instructive tool, but since it was seen to 

be useful in the practices of learning- teaching methods (Bütüner, 2007), this technique is thought to 

be more effective providing that it is especially supported by the other method-techniques and 

instruments (particularly computed based).  

Since mind mapping technique provides the opportunity of seeing both the whole and the parts of a 

subject as the same time; makes the concurrent use of a variety of colors, symbols and signs possible; select 

constructivism as the baseline; namely, serves for various domains of multiple intelligence, especially 

starting from primary and secondary education level, it should be enabled to be preferred in teaching of 

geography subjects. 
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